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Abstract

This thesis consists of six articles spanning over several areas of math-

ematical analysis. The dominant theme is the study of random point pro-

cesses and optimal point configurations, which may be though of as systems

of charged particles with mutual repulsion. We are predominantly occupied

with questions of universality, a phenomenon that appears in the study of

random complex systems where seemingly unrelated microscopic laws pro-

duce systems with striking similarities in various scaling limits. In particular,

we obtain a complete asymptotic expansion of planar orthogonal polynomi-

als with respect to exponentially varying weights, which yields universality

for the microscopic boundary behavior in the random normal matrix (RNM)

model (Paper A) as well as in the case of more general interfaces for Bergman

kernels (Paper B). Still in the setting of RNM ensembles, we investigate prop-

erties of scaling limits near singular points of the boundary of the spectrum,

including cusps points (Paper C). We also obtain a central limit theorem for

fluctuations of linear statistics in the polyanalytic Ginibre ensemble, using a

new representation of the polyanalytic correlation kernel in terms of algebraic

di�erential operators acting on the classical Ginibre kernel (Paper D). Pa-

per E is concerned with an extremal problem for analytic polynomials, which

may heuristically be interpreted as an optimal packing problem for the corre-

sponding zeros. The last article (Paper F) concerns a di�erent theme, namely

a sharp topological transition in an Lp
-analogue of classical Carleman classes

for 0 < p < 1.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling utgörs av sex artiklar inom olika delar av matematisk

analys. Temat är, med ett undantag, studiet av slumpmässiga punktprocesser

och optimala punktkonfigurationer i planet, vilka kan tänkas på som system

av laddade partiklar som repellerar varandra. Huvudsakligen undersöker vi

något som kallas för universalitetsfenomenet – ett fenomen inom sannolik-

hetsteori och statistisk mekanik som syftar på observationen att stora klasser

av komplexa slumpmässiga system, med till synes orelaterade definierande la-

gar, uppvisar slående likartat beteende. Specifikt lyckas vi hitta en asympto-

tisk utveckling av ortogonalpolynom med avseense på exponentiellt varierande

vikter i planet, och med hjälp av detta resultat visar vi att randbeteendet hos

egenvärden till normala slumpmatriser är universellt (Artikel A). Vi använder

en vidareutveckling av dessa tekniker för att undersöka övergångsbeteendet

för mer generella Bergmankärnor (Artikel B), inkluderande så kallade par-

tiella kärnor. Artikel C handlar även den om skalningsgränser för normala

slumpmatrisprocesser, men i detta fall behandlas singulära randpunker som

spetsar. I artikel D visar vi att fluktuationer av lineära statistika i den poly-

analytiska Ginibreensembeln uppfyller en central gränsvärdessats, genom att

finna en representation av korrelationskärnan som en speciell di�erentialope-

rator verkande på den klassiska Ginibrekärnan. Artikel E behandlar en klass

av extremalproblem för analytiska polynom, som kan tänkas på som pack-

ningsproblem för polynomens nollställen. Den sista artikeln (Artikel F) avvi-

ker från temat, och handlar om en skarp topologisk övergång för Lp
-analoger

till klassiska Carlemanklasser i fallet när 0 < p < 1.
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Part I

Introduction and summary





1 Background

A few words to the reader

The aim of the present chapter is to supply the reader with some motivation as
to why the topics studied in the thesis are of interest, and provide some general
background on the tools and techniques used. The new developments of this thesis
are encountered in Chapter 2, where the results of the six articles are summarized.

The universality phenomenon

In order to describe a random event, we often speak of its probability density. Put
simply, the density may be thought of as the continuous analogue of a histogram:
for each possible outcome, we plot how likely it is to occur in relation to other
outcomes. Most people have probably seen plots of probability densities of real-
valued random variables, the most famous of which is the bell curve, i.e. the density
of the normal distribution. However, apart from being an integrable and non-
negative function, there are no particular restrictions to what a density function
could look like. One could easily construct a random process whose associated
density function fits almost any given shape or form.

Why, then, is the bell curve so famous? The fantastic answer is that it is due to
the fact that it is inherently more common than other distributions. In the world
around us, there is a whole army of normally distributed random variables. Be
it the error in a particular type of measurement, the variation in length within a
large population, or almost any given homeostatic parameter (e.g. blood pressure
or blood glucose levels), chances are that if you record the measurements and plot
an approximation of the corresponding probability density function, the bell curve
will appear1.

The answer to the question as to why the normal distribution shows up time and
again is still more fascinating and is of central importance to the field of probabil-
ity theory. The following statement, a version of the central limit theorem, supplies

1This is a slight oversimplification; close to the mean value the variables alluded to are ap-
proximately normally distributed, but for non-negative random quantities the normal distribution
should be replaced by a law known as the log-normal distribution.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND

the key to understand it, and is our first example of the phenomenon of universality.

Let X1, X2, X3, . . . be a sequence of independent random variables with mean 0
and variance 1. If the sequence satisfies a mild condition known as Lindeberg’s
condition, then the sequence of random variables

Sn = X1 +X2 + . . .+XnÔ
n

, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

converges in distribution to a normally distributed random variable with mean 0
and variance 1.

There are a few technical terms that are not explained, but the take-home mes-
sage is the following: if a random quantity Sn is a compound of a large number
n of independent random quantities in the form above, then it is approximately
normally distributed. It doesn’t matter what the laws governing the individual
contributions Xi are, as long as they are independent from each other: if we form
their normalized sum Sn to produce a new random number, the bell curve should
emerge, seemingly from nowhere. The reader who is interested in details about this
version, as well as other versions of the central limit theorem (CLT), may find this
in most probability textbooks, e.g. [63, Ch. III.4].

It is likely that the approximate normality of the distributions of the above-
mentioned real-world quantities may be elucidated by the CLT. There are a large
number of di�erent determinants of the error of a measurement, for example, which
do not correlate (too much) with each other, and hence the observed error should
be approximately normally distributed.

That the central limit theorem is true is a fascinating fact in itself. However, the
story doesn’t end there. The special role played by the normal distribution among
all possible distributions is one example of a phenomenon called universality. This
refers to the observation that for many large (random) systems, as complexity
increases towards the infinite, the limiting behavior of the system tends to admit
a simple description in terms of a general law. In a wide range of di�erent classes
of random (or random-like) objects, the same distribution or limiting law stands
out, much in the same way as the Gaussian does in the context of the CLT. As an
example, we might mention the sine kernel sin(x≠y)

fi(x≠y) , which not only appears in a
wide range of random matrix models, but which has also been shown to govern the
behaviour of eigenvalues of certain Schrödinger equations on the half-line [54], as
well as shifted moments of the Riemann zeta function [50].

As is pointed out by Deift [28], there is a physical intuition that may begin to
explain these observations, or at least serves to illustrate the presence of the wider
phenomenon. He argues that all physical systems in equilibrium must, at a macro-
scopic level, obey the laws of thermodynamics. At the same time, a physical system
may be formed from di�erent microscopic constituents with their own particular in-
teractions in many di�erent ways. The fact that the same laws of thermodynamics
always arise is a manifestation of universality!
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Coulomb gas ensembles
One of the main topics of this thesis is random point processes. In particular, we
are interested in planar processes where the points experience mutual repulsion,
in which case the points may be thought of as system of charged particles moving
about in the complex plane C. At a technical level, a random planar point process
with n particles is described by a probability measure Pn on the configuration
space � µ C

n. We will encounter di�erent classes of probability measures, but
in all cases they will come in the form of Gibbs measures. Such a measure is
based on an energy functional E , which to each tuple (z1, . . . , zn) œ � associates
an energy E(z1, . . . , zn) œ Rfi {+Œ}. Without exception, we will consider energies
which decompose into two parts: the particle interaction energy, which encodes the
mutual repulsion between particles, and the field interaction energy which describes
the interaction of the charged particles with an external field. The field interaction
typically only depends on the position of each individual particle, and furthermore
decomposes as a sum, with a contribution for each point zj . We may consequently
write

E(z1, . . . , zn) = Eint(z1, . . . , zn) +
nÿ

j=1

Efield(zi).

As the particles repel each other, the interaction energy Eint(z1, . . . , zn) increases if
the points are densely packed. We require the external field to balance this feature,
which is accomplished by requiring that Efield(z) is large as z æŒ.

The Gibbs probability distribution associated to such an energy functional is
obtained by putting

dPn(z1, . . . , zn) = 1
Zn

e≠E(z1,...,zn)dA¢n(z1, . . . , zn),

where Zn is a normalizing constant which ensures that the probability of the tuple
being somewhere in the configuration space � equals one, and dA¢n denotes the
standard volume form on C

n, normalized by fi≠n so that the unit polydisk has unit
volume. At this point, the connection between the concepts of optimal and random
point configurations becomes apparent: The optimal configurations (z1, . . . , zn) are
the ones for which E(z1, . . . , zn) is minimal, and one may immediately observe that
the random configurations for which the energy is low are the most likely, while
high-energy configurations tend to occur less often.

In two dimensions, the Coulomb interaction energy describes the electrostatic
interaction between particles with equal charge at locations z and w, and is propor-
tional to log|z ≠ w|≠1. A natural interaction energy Eint is obtained by adding the
Coulomb interaction for all pairs of particles. If the field interaction energy is given
by Efield(z) = 2mQ(z) for some smooth function Q and field strength parameter m,
the energy functional takes the form

E(z1, . . . , zn) =
ÿ

j<k

log 1
|zj ≠ zk|

+ 2m
nÿ

j=1

Q(zj), (1.0.1)
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and the resulting Gibbs measure may be calculated as

dPn,m,Q(z1, . . . , zn) = 1
Zn

Ÿ

i<j

|zi ≠ zj |2e
≠2m

qn

j=1
Q(zj)dA¢n(z1, . . . , zn). (1.0.2)

The random process �n,m,Q obtained by picking a tuple (z1, . . . , zn) from the dis-
tribution induced by dPn,m,Q is known as two dimensional Coulomb gas.

It is known that as the number n of particles tends to infinity, proportional
to the field strength m = ·≠1n for some positive parameter · , the particles tend
to condense to a compact set S· , called the spectral droplet. Moreover, if the
potential Q satisfies some mild regularity conditions and is strictly subharmonic in
a neighbourhood of S· , the limiting density is described by the equilibrium measure
dµQ,· for a weighted logarithmic potential theory problem. We will not go into
details about this important connection with potential theory, but it deserves to
be pointed out that the equilibrium measure dµQ,· is the minimizer of the energy
functional

IQ[µ] =
⁄

C2
log 1

|z ≠ w|dµ(z)dµ(w) + 2
⁄

C

Q(z)dµ(z) (1.0.3)

among all positive Borel measures µ of total mass · . We remark that it is in general
di�cult to find the equilibrium measure, but as soon as its support is known one
may immediately recover it from the potential by the relation dµQ,·

dA
= 2�Q 1S· .

We should remark that � is one quarter of the usual laplacian, which is attractive
in view of the factorization

� = 1
4

1
ˆ2

x
+ ˆ2

y

2
= ˆ ¯̂,

where ˆ and ¯̂ denotes the Wirtinger derivatives, given by

ˆ = 1
2(ˆx ≠ iˆy) and ¯̂ = 1

2(ˆx + iˆy),

respectively.
Intuitively, it is not surprising that the equilibrium measure describes the lim-

iting distribution of the point configurations, as the energy E(z1, . . . , zn) may be
thought of as the energy IQ of (1.0.3) associated to a discrete measure µ� = µ�,m

given by
µ� = 1

m

ÿ

zœ�

”z,

for a point configuration � = (z1, . . . , zn), where the notation z œ � indicates that
z = zi for some i with 1 Æ i Æ n. In probabilistic terms, the above statement
that the points condense to S· may be stated as follows: the random empirical
measure associated to a point configuration �n,m drawn from Pn,m,Q converges to
the equilibrium measure in the sense that for any bounded continuous function f ,
it holds that
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Pn,m,Q

Ó---
⁄

C

f(z)dµ�n,m(z)≠
⁄

C

f(z)dµQ,·
--- = O

!
m≠ 1

2 logm
"Ô
Ø 1≠ e≠c0m,

n = ·m+ O(1) æŒ,

for some constant c0 > 0, see e.g. [12]. For the details of the relation between
Coulomb gas ensembles and potential theory, we refer to the work [39], and for a
general account of weighted logarithmic potential theory the reader may consult
the book [60].

We distinguish three regions based on this convergence: the interior S¶
·

called
bulk where the density is strictly positive, the boundary ˆS· where the density has
a steep decay, and the exterior, or the o�-spectral region Sc

·
, where the density

vanishes in the many-particle limit.

The determinantal property and the Bergman kernel
The Coulomb gas ensembles belong to a particularly important category, known
as the class of determinantal point processes. For a random point configuration
� = (z1, . . . , zn) associated to a measure P, we denote by #A the random quantity
describing the number of particles in a set A, that is

#A = |� flA|,

where | · | denotes the size of a set. The k-point correlation function is then defined
by

Ík(z1, . . . , zk) = lim
‘æ0+

P
)
#D(zj , ‘) Ø 1, j = 1, . . . , k

*

‘k
,

and describe the intensities for finding particles located simultaneously at the points
z1, . . . , zk. Here and in the following, we use the notation D(z0, r) for the open disk
or radius r centered at z0. If r = 1 and z0 = 0, we simply write D. A process is
said to be determinantal if the correlation functions have a special structure: for
each k = 1, 2, . . . , n, the function Ík is given by

Ík(z1, . . . , zk) = det
!
Kn(zi, zj)

"
1Æi,jÆk (1.0.4)

for some function Kn, called the correlation kernel.
The determinantal structure greatly decreases the complexity one needs to take

into account when studying such a process. Indeed, a single function of two vari-
ables governs all correlation functions, and typically the correlation functions alone
determine all characteristics of the underlying point process, as demonstrated by
Soshnikov [66]. For this reason, once one has established the determinantal na-
ture of a point process, the challenge becomes to understand the properties of the
kernel, often by function theoretic rather than probabilistic means. Another key
consequence of the determinantal structure is that the process is automatically re-
pulsive. To see this property demonstrate itself, we merely need to note that if
zi1 = zi2 where i1 ”= i2, the correlation functions (1.0.4) are given by determinants
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of matrices with two identical rows, and consequently vanishes. The reader inter-
ested in further properties of determinantal point processes may consult the surveys
of Borodin [17] and Hough, Krishnapur, Peres and Viràg [45].

Let us return to the Coulomb gas process (1.0.2). That these processes are
determinantal may be seen as a consequence of the appearance of the squared
modulus of the Vandermonde determinant

Ÿ

i<j

|zi ≠ zj |2 = |detVn(z1, . . . , zn)|2

where Vn(z1, . . . , zn) = (zj
i
)1Æi,jÆn, which appears in the density. Indeed, by per-

forming elementary row operations on the Vandermonde matrix, one may re-arrange
it so that

Ÿ

i<j

(zi ≠ zj) = detVn(z1, . . . , zn) = det(zj
i
)1Æi,jÆn = det(fij(zi))1Æi,jÆn,

where (fij)j is any sequence of monic polynomials such that deg fij = j. We shall
require in addition that the polynomials fij(z) = fij,m(z) are orthogonal with respect
to the measure e≠2mQdA, meaning that

⁄

C

fij,mfīk,m e≠2mQdA = 0, j ”= k.

As it is often more convenient to work with normalized polynomials we write hj,m
for the squared norm of fij,m and set Pj,m = h

≠ 1
2

j,m
fij,m, which becomes a normalized

orthogonal polynomial. If we define a kernel Kn,m by

Kn,m(z, w) =
n≠1ÿ

j=0

Pj,m(z)P̄j,m(w)e≠mQ(z)≠mQ(w),

then it follows by the multiplicativity of the determinant that we have
Ÿ

i<j

|zi ≠ zj |2e
≠2m

q
jÆn

Q(zj) = detVn(z) detV ú
n

(z)e≠2m

q
jÆn

Q(zj)

Ã det(Kn,m(zi, zj)),

where the symbol ’Ã’ indicates that the quantities di�er only by a multiplicative
constant. Hence the measure dPn,m,Q reduces to

dPn,m,Q(z1, . . . , zn) = 1
Z Õ
n,m

det(Kn,m(zi, zj))1Æi,jÆndA¢n(z1, . . . , zn)

for some normalizing constant Z Õ
n,m

. That the polynomials Pj,m were orthogonal
did mot matter up until this point, but the fact that they are allows us to integrate
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out any number of variables, to obtain the k-point correlation functions Ík = Ík,n,m
from the kernel by the formula

Ík(z1, . . . , zk) = det(Kn,m(zi, zj))1Æi,jÆk,

and hence, the Coulomb gas ensemble Pn,m,Q is determinantal. In particular, the
correlation kernel, and by extension the orthogonal polynomials, determine the
density of particles

Rn,m(z) = m≠1Í1,n,m(z) = m≠1Kn,m(z, z),

which may be seen as the main determinant of the global features of the ensembles.
The correlation kernel Kn,m factors as Kn,m(z, w)e≠mQ(z)≠mQ(w), where Kn,m

is the reproducing kernel for the space A2

mQ,n
of polynomials of degree at most

n ≠ 1, endowed with the topology of L2(C, e≠2mQdA). This means that for fixed
w œ C, the function Kn,m(·, w) is an element in the space, and for any f œ A2

mQ,n

we have the reproducing property

f(w) =
⁄

C

f(z)Kn,m(w, z)e≠2mQ(z)dA(z)

This space is referred to as a polynomial Bergman space, and its kernel Kn,m is the
polynomial Bergman kernel.

The asymptotic study of Bergman kernels is a classical topic, originating with
work by Hörmander [46] and Fe�erman [33], followed by important contributions
by Boutet de Monvel and Sjöstrand [18]. Among more recent contributions, we
should mention the peak section method by Tian [68] and further developments
by Zelditch [72] and Catlin [22], which yield complete asymptotic expansions of
Bergman kernels in general settings. Though originally motivated by questions
concerning the geometry of pseudoconvex domains, and later by questions in Kähler
geometry, many of the developments in the planar context have arisen as a result
of the connections to Coulomb gas ensembles. The works [5, 6, 8] as well as [14]
provide references for some of the recent developments. Here, let us briefly mention
one result, as it relates to the topics of Papers A through C. As the area of the
droplet is a positive constant and since there are roughly n particles within this
region, the typical inter-particle distance should be roughly n≠ 1

2 . Hence, for a point
z0 œ C we look at the rescaled process (’j)j , defined implicitly by

zj = z0 + ’j
2m�Q(z0)

.

where (z1, . . . , zn) is distributed according to Pn,m,Q. It turns out that the micro-
scopic behavior for z0 a bulk point is universal, that is, it does not depend on the
potential Q nor the point z0. Bulk universality appears first to have been obtained
by Berman [14] in the context of a plurisubharmonic potential on C

d and indepen-
dently by Ameur, Hedenmalm and Makarov [5] in the planar case. The latter result
may be phrased as follows:
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Theorem 1.1. Assume that Q is strictly subharmonic and C2-smooth in a neigh-
bourhood of S· . Let z0 œ S¶

·
, and consider the associated rescaled process (’j)nj=1

.
Then, as n = ·m æ Œ, the process (’j)j converges to a determinantal random
point field associated to the kernel

G(’, ÷) = e’÷̄≠ 1
2 (|’|2+|÷|2).

The technical details of what is meant by convergence of random processes to a
random point field is explained in e.g. [9, 8], but su�ce it to say that the correlation
functions converge uniformly on compact sets to the analogous objects defined in
terms of the kernel G.

If the point z0 is instead located on the boundary ˆS· , the behavior is more
subtle. One reason for why this question has o�ered considerable resistance is
discussed below, in connection with ¯̂-estimates.

The spectral droplet and an obstacle problem
The support S· of the equilibrium measure has another interpretation which is
often more useful to us. Recall that we require the potential to grow su�ciently
fast near infinity, specifically the natural condition is

lim inf
|z|æŒ

Q(z)
log|z| > ·0

for some positive number ·0. In order to describe the obstacle problem, we introduce
the notation SH· for the set of all subharmonic functions q in the plane which meet
the growth restriction

q(z) Æ · log|z|+ O(1), |z|æŒ.

For all · Æ ·0, the elements of SH· grow strictly slower than the potential. For
such · , we denote by Q̂· (z) the solution to the obstacle problem

Q̂· (z) = sup
Ó
q(z) : q œ SH· , q Æ Q

Ô
,

and consider the contact set

Sú
·

=
)
z : Q(z) = Q̂· (z)

*
. (1.0.5)

The notation is explained by the fact that in general, Sú
·

and S· di�er at most by a
small set, and under some à posteriori assumptions on regularity of the boundary
ˆSú

·
, we actually have equality Sú

·
= S· .

The function Q̂· is subharmonic in the entire plane and is C1,1-smooth, and
hence Q ≠ Q̂· as well as the gradient Ò(Q ≠ Q̂· ) vanish on the boundary ˆS· .
Outside the spectral droplet S· , the function Q̂· is readily seen to be harmonic.
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The reason that the obstacle problem has to do with condensation of the
Coulomb gas to the spectral droplet may be seen as follows. For an element
f œ A2

mQ,n
, the function 1

m
log|f | belongs to the class SH· . This observation

can be used to prove growth bound

|f(z)|2e≠2mQ(z) Æ Cme≠2m(Q≠Q̂· )(z)ÎfÎ2mQ,

from which it also follows that the density of particles Rn,m(z) tends to zero ex-
ponentially fast outside S· . This type of growth bound is essential to control the
Bergman kernel pointwise, and appears in the work [13] by Berman in the context
of several complex variables, and was obtained in the present context in [5] with
precise control of the multiplicative constant.

¯̂-estimates and the non-locality of Bergman kernels at emergent
interfaces
One of the di�culties when working with holomorphic functions, when compared to
smooth functions on R

n, is their inherent rigidity. Given a landscape of any shape,
one can locally mimic every nook and cranny of it to arbitrary precision using the
graph of a smooth function. This is far from true for holomorphic functions, and
in particular there exist no non-trivial compactly supported holomorphic functions.
In light of this, a scheme based on Hörmander’s classical L2-estimates for the ¯̂-
equation is invaluable, as it provides some possibilities to work around this rigidity.
We proceed with a variant of Hörmander’s classical result [46], adapted to the
setting of varying exponential weights and spaces of functions with polynomial
growth. We denote by Q a smooth potential with su�cient growth at infinity,
which is strictly subharmonic in a neighbourhood of the spectral droplet S· .

Theorem 1.2. For any f œ LŒ(S· ), the L2(e≠2mQ)-minimal solution u to the
problem

¯̂u = f

subject to the growth bound |u(z)| Æ C|z|n as |z|æ +Œ satisfies the estimate
⁄

C

|u|2e≠2mQdA Æ 1
2m

⁄

C

|f |2 e≠2mQ

�Q̂·

dA.

A more elaborate version of this statement including the polynomial growth
bound was obtained in [5].

One of the features that gives this theorem its strength is the remarkable uni-
formity with respect to f , Q and S· . We note here that the requirement that f is
supported inside the droplet is crucial, as the denominator in the right-hand-side
integrand vanishes outside S· .

As a consequence of this result, one may employ a localization scheme which
allows us to ’mould’ holomorphic functions in certain respects. The scheme is
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widely known, and a similar strategy was for instance employed by Tian [68] in
his peak section method and by Berman, Berndtsson and Sjöstrand [15] to obtain
Bergman kernel asymptotics, which apply in the more general setting of spaces of
global holomorphic sections of powers of a positive hermitian line bundle L over a
Kähler manifold. Let us briefly indicate how this scheme works in the context of
the plane. In order to localize a Bergman kernel near a point z0 œ S· we multiply
with a cut-o� function ‰, which is identically one in a disk of radius m≠ 1

2 logm
around z0, and vanishes outside a slightly larger disk. Using direct methods (see
e.g. [15] or [5]), one can constructively obtain a local approximately reproducing
kernel KÈz0Í

n,m(z, z0) for the truncated weight ‰e≠2mQ of the form

KÈz0Í
n,m

(z, z0) = me2mQ(z,z0)
Ó
b0(z, z0) +m≠1b1(z, z0) + . . .+m≠ŸbŸ(z, z0)

Ô
,

where Q(z, w) is a polarization of Q(z) and bj(z, w) are hermitian holomorphic
functions (that is, holomorphic in the variable (z, w̄) and subject to the hermitian
symmetry condition f(z, w) = f̄(w, z)). One may hope that this kernel provides a
good approximation of the true kernel. In order to see that no substantial modifi-
cations are necessary to obtain the true kernel, one proceeds to solve the problem

¯̂u(z) = ¯̂!‰(z)KÈz0Í
n,m

(z, z0)
"
,

with polynomial growth control, using Theorem 1.2. Then it follows from Liouville’s
theorem that the function

Kı

n,m
(z, z0) = KÈz0Í

n,m
(z, z0)≠ u(z)

is a polynomial in the appropriate space. Moreover, the ¯̂-estimate tells us that
⁄

C

|u|2e≠2mQdA Æ 1
2m

⁄

S·
| ¯̂‰|2 |KÈz0Í

n,m
(z, z0)|2

e≠2mQ

�Q̂·

dA,

so provided that ¯̂‰ is supported inside the spectral droplet, and that the con-
structed function

|KÈz0Í
n,m

(z, z0)|2e≠2mQ(z)

is very small where the cut-o� is non-constant, the correction u is negligible.
What is important here is that such a localization is possible only as long as we

may cut out the point z0 by a curve “ which does not meet the o�-spectral region
Sc
·
. In particular, if z0 is a boundary point, any such surgery will leave the compo-

nent of C \ “ containing z0 unbounded, instead of very small and localized. This
fact provides a true obstruction to applying classical approaches to the asymptotic
expansion of Bergman kernels near the boundary of, or outside of, the spectral
droplet.

This apparent non-locality of Bergman kernels near the o�-spectral region is
not merely a chimera, as may be seen by elementary numerical investigations. For
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Figure 1.1: The normalized Berezin kernel Bm,m(z, z0) with Q(z) = 1

2
|z|2 and

m = 100 for the bulk point z0 = 0.6 (left) and the o�-spectral point z0 = 1.3
(right).

instance, Figure 1.1 supplies an illustration of the Berezin density given by

Bn,m,z0(z) = |Kn,m(z, z0)|2
Kn,m(z0, z0)

e≠m|z|
2

in the case of a quadratic potential Q(z) = 1

2
|z|2 (corresponding to the spectral

droplet S1 = D) for the points z0 = 0.6 and z0 = 1.3.
This feature is not exclusive to the setting of polynomial Bergman kernels. Sim-

ilar interfaces occur if one considers a general partial Bergman kernel (see Paper B)
associated to the orthogonal projection onto a proper subspace of the full Bergman
space, or they may appear as the result of a singularity in the metric. In each case,
the necessary modifications for the ¯̂-technique to produce objects with the desired
properties (analogous to polynomial growth) will restrict the region where one may
localize.

Despite these di�culties, some results have recently appeared on this topic. In
recent work, Ross and Singer [58] studied such transition behavior in the setting
of polarized Kähler manifolds. The kernel is then reproducing for the subspace
of the full Bergman space consisting of all holomorphic sections that vanish to a
prescribed order along a divisor. Assuming that the setup is invariant under a
natural S1-action, they obtain a description of the transition behavior in terms of
the error function. Still more recently, Zelditch and Zhou obtained a similar result
when the Bergman kernel is in a natural way associated to a Toeplitz quantized
Hamiltonian [73]. Even in the context of the plane, however, the understanding
has been limited to rather symmetric cases.
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Planar orthogonal polynomials
As the polynomial Bergman kernel itself appears to be di�cult to obtain near
the boundary, it may be beneficial to investigate the properties of the individual
building blocks, the orthogonal polynomials Pn,m. This has been done to great
e�ect in the analogous theory of random hermitian matrices. There, the correlation
kernel is expressed in terms of orthogonal polynomials on the real line, defined in
terms of an inner product

Èf, gÍL2(R,e≠2mV ) =
⁄

R

f(x)g(x)e≠2mV (x)dx.

The study of such polynomials has a rich history with its roots in the theory of
special functions, and include as special cases polynomials investigated by Hermite,
Laguerre, Gegenbauer and Chebyshev, to mention a few.

There are two major di�culties in passing from the real to the complex orthog-
onal polynomials, relating to the loss of significant techniques. First, as a con-
sequence of the fact that multiplication by the coordinate function is self-adjoint
on L2(R, e≠2mV ) (see [64]), the corresponding monic orthogonal polynomials fin,m
enjoy a recursion equation:

fin+1,m(x) = (x≠ bn,m)fin,m(x) + an,mfin≠1,m(x)

for some numbers (an,m)n and (bn,m)n. This imposes an extraneous rigidity which
may be utilized to obtain information about the polynomials and associated ob-
jects. For instance, via the Christo�el-Darboux formula this recursion allows one
to express the corresponding polynomial kernel in terms of the top-degree polyno-
mials Pn,m and Pn≠1,m alone. In the planar context, one should expect no such
recurrence relations to exist except in highly symmetric cases, not even if one allow
recurrences with any fixed (large) number of terms.

Second, that the orthogonality is taken with respect to the real line invites
to the formulation of a natural matrix Riemann-Hilbert problem, where the jump
occurs across the integration contour. This exciting connection was established by
Fokas, Its and Kitaev [34], and techniques based on Riemann-Hilbert problems are
nowadays central to the study of orthogonal polynomials on the real line. These
developments were of great importance in obtaining universality for microscopic
scaling limits of eigenvalue processes of random Hermitian matrices, see e.g. [29, 27].

Let us turn our attention to the case of planar orthogonal polynomials. These
have been successfully studied in some contexts, originating with the work of Car-
leman [20]. Following initial insights by Szeg� [67] on orthogonal polynomials on
analytic curves, he studied Bergman orthogonal polynomials, defined in terms of
the L2-inner product with respect to planar area measure on a simply connected
domain � with a real-analytic boundary. Carleman obtains a beautiful asymp-
totic description of the n:th normalized orthogonal polynomial Pn, in terms of the
exterior conformal mapping

Ï : �c æ De
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with appropriate normalizations at infinity. As the degree n tends to infinity, the
polynomials enjoy the asymptotics

Pn(z) = (n+ 1) 1
2

ÏÕ(z)[Ï(z)]n

1
1 + O(fln)

2
,

for some fl < 1, where the expansion is valid in a neighbourhood of the entire
exterior region. In the 1970’s, Suetin extended Carleman’s results to also cover the
case when the inner product is taken with respect to a weight Ê [65]. However, it
should be pointed out that these results have no apparent bearing on the varying
exponential weights needed for the purpose of random matrix theory.

The literature on planar orthogonal polynomials with respect to exponentially
varying weights is rather limited. For some particular choices of Q one can, remark-
ably, still formulate and constructively solve a Riemann-Hilbert problem to obtain
the asymptotics, see e.g. the works [16] by Bleher and Kuijlaars and [11] by Balogh,
Bertola, Lee and McLaughlin [11]. In cases when the Riemann-Hilbert method can
be applied, the asymptotic information gained is often fine enough to penetrate all
the way down to the location of the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials, which
is proven to be a delicate matter, see e.g. the work [53] by Lee and Yang. For
general potentials, however, there appears to be no reason for such a strategy to
work. To my knowledge, the only result pertaining to a general potential Q that
existed before the developments in Paper A was obtained by Ameur, Hedenmalm
and Makarov in [6], and maintains that the following convergence holds:

|Pn,m(z)|2e≠2mQ(z)dA æ È(z,Œ,Sc
·
) as n = ·m+ O(1) æŒ (1.0.6)

Here, the convergence is in the sense of measures, and È(z,Œ,Sc
·
) denotes the har-

monic measure for the complement Sc
·
, evaluated at the point at infinity. Thus, at

least, the probability distributions associated to the weighted polynomials Pn,me≠mQ

concentrate to the boundary ˆS· in the L2-sense. As may be seen by comparing
the two densities Km+1,m(z, z) and Km,m(z, z), we may interpret the probability
density in (1.0.6) as describing the net e�ect of adding a particle to an m-particle
Coulomb gas with potential Q. The fact that it concentrates to the boundary re-
flects that that the spectral droplet is already occupied, and rather than increasing
the density, the addition of another particle causes the droplet to grow in size. The
convergence to harmonic measure is closely related to the fact that as the number of
particles n = ·m grows, the resulting spectral droplets S· evolve according to a law
known as weighted Laplacian growth, or weighted Hele-Shaw flow. For a discussion
of this topic, which is essential for the intuition behind the arguments in Papers A
and B, we refer to the section on Hele-Shaw flow below.

—-ensembles and the Abrikosov conjecture

Although it is not treated in this thesis, it should be mentioned that two-dimensional
Coulomb gas actually refers to a more general class of point processes, and to be
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precise dPn,m,Q is the measure corresponding to a Coulomb gas at inverse temper-
ature — = 2. The general Coulomb gas measure is obtained by

dP
—

n,m,Q
= 1
Zn,—

e≠
—
2 E(z1,...,zn)dA¢n(z1, . . . , z1)

for — > 0, where E is the energy functional (1.0.1), as in the case — = 2. If not
otherwise stated explicitly, the below results as well as the results in this thesis
only apply to the particular case — = 2. It may seem odd that tweaking this pa-
rameter only so slightly would result in drastic changes. However, the reason for
this breakdown is that only for the case — = 2 is the resulting process determi-
nantal. Coulomb gas ensembles for general inverse temperatures —, known also as
—-ensembles, are conjectured to demonstrate truly remarkable behavior as — æŒ,
where a rigidity phenomenon referred to as the Abrikosov conjecture is expected
to manifest itself: The configurations should conjecturally freeze into a hexagonal
lattice structure – the conjectured energy minimizer for the associated energy func-
tional. Over recent years, several aspects of —-ensembles have attracted increasing
attention, with works by Leblé and Serfaty [52] as well as Bauerschmidt, Bourgade,
Nikula and Yau [12] establishing central limit theorems for fluctuations and asymp-
totic expansions of the partition function. The rigidity behavior, however, remains
elusive.

It has even been suggested that there may be a finite-temperature phase transi-
tion, occuring around — = 240. Whether or not one should expect such a transition
to occur seems not to be agreed upon in the physics community (see, e.g. numer-
ical work in [19], as well as Leblé’s informal but informative survey [51]), but it
continues to demonstrate that this is a field rife with important questions left to
resolve.

Random normal matrices and the Ginibre ensemble
The Coulomb gas ensemble associated to the measure dPn,m,Q defined in (1.0.2)
also has another interpretation, as eigenvalues of certain random matrices. In order
not to obscure this introduction with technical matters, let us take for granted that
the set of n ◊ n non-zero normal matrices M , i.e. matrices which commute with
their hermitian adjoint, form a manifold Nn which is canonically embedded into
C
n◊n, and that the standard metric on C

n◊n induces a (Riemannian) volume form
on Nn which we denote by dµn. For a smooth function Q with suitable integrability
properties, one may pick a matrix M at random from the measure

dPn(M) = 1
Zn

e≠2mTrQ(M)dµn(M),

where Q(M) may be given a meaning in terms of functional calculus, and where
Zn is a normalizing constant. The random matrix M has n complex eigenvalues,
⁄1, . . . ,⁄n, whose distribution may be determined and happens to coincide with
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Pn,m,Q. Even if the physical model is often more useful in terms of the intuition it
supplies, it is a remarkable feature that eigenvalues of random matrices repel each
other like charged particles. The random normal matrix model was introduced in
[23] by Chau and Yu, and apart from the references mentioned above in connection
with Coulomb gas ensembles, it has been studied extensively in the physics litera-
ture including works by Wiegmann and Zabrodin [71], Etingof and Ma [32], as well
as Elbau and Felder [31].

In the special case when Q(z) = |z|2
2

, there is a further matrix model which has
the same eigenvalue distribution. Indeed, if we form the matrix 1Ô

m
(›i,j)1Æi,jÆn

where ›i,j œ NC(0, 1) are independent complex normal random variables with mean
0 and variance 1, then the induced eigenvalue measure is Pn,m,Q0 where Q0 is the
quadratic potential Q0(z) = 1

2
|z|2. This eigenvalue process is known as the Ginibre

ensemble. Due to the radial symmetry of the weight, the orthogonal polynomials are
precicely properly weighted monomials, and we may obtain the correlation kernel
Kn by the formula

Kn(z, w) = m
n≠1ÿ

j=0

(mzw̄)j
j! e≠m|z|

2≠m|w|2 .

For this reason, the Ginibre ensemble often serves as a model case when exploring
for new features in random normal matrix ensembles.

Hele-Shaw flow with varying permeability

Hele-Shaw flow, also known as Laplacian growth, is a mathematical model with
its roots in fluid dynamics. The model describes the movement of the interface
between two phases of fluid confined to a thin space between two parallel plates as
more fluid is injected into one of the phases.

To set it up rigorously, consider a bounded simply connected region � occupied
by a viscous incompressible fluid, surrounded by air. At a point p œ �, more fluid
is injected at a constant rate. Denote by �t the domain occupied by the fluid at
time t, which we allow to assume positive as well as negative values. Under the
simplifying assumptions that surface tension and air pressure vanish, the domains
�t may be characterised by the following property: If gt denotes the Green function
for the laplacian of �t, then the velocity ‹n of the boundary in the outward normal
direction n to ˆ�t is obtained by

‹n(z) = ˆngt(z, p), z œ ˆ�t.

If this is satisfied and �0 = �, we say that the domains {�t}t evolve according to
Hele-Shaw flow with injection at p and initial domain �.

Another characterization will often be useful to us. It may be shown that a
smooth increasing family {�t}≠‘ÆtÆ‘ of domains such that �0 = � constitutes a
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Hele-Shaw flow if, for all bounded harmonic functions on �t, we have the mean-
value property

⁄

�t\�s

h(z)dA(z) = (t≠ s)h(p), s, t œ (≠‘, ‘), s < t.

Hele-Shaw flows have been extensively studied, with notable early contributions by
Hele-Shaw who introduced the concept in [44], as well as by Vinogradov and Kufarev
who first established the short-time existence of solutions [69]. For an account of
the early theory, as well as modern developments, we refer to the comprehensive
book [35] by Gustafsson, Teodorescu and Vasil’ev.

If the space occupied between the two plates in the Hele-Shaw cell has a varying
permeability, the model changes. In the latter characterization of the flow, this
corresponds to introducing a weight in the integrals. If the permeability is described
by a positive function Ÿ(z), we set Ê(z) = Ÿ(z)≠1, and say that a smooth family of
domains {�t}≠‘ÆtÆ‘ deform according to weighted Hele-Shaw flow with injection
point p, initial domain �0 and permeability Ÿ if

⁄

�t\�s

h(z)Ê(z)dA(z) = (t≠ s)h(p), s, t œ (≠‘, ‘), s < t

for all bounded harmonic functions h on �t. We remark that one may want to
consider unbounded domains, in which case we prefer to think of them as domains
on the Riemann sphere Ĉ. Short-time existence, both forward and backward in
time, was obtained under the assumption that the weight Ê is real analytic by
Hedenmalm and Shimorin [40], and by Ross and Witt Nyström in [59] assuming
only CŒ-smoothness of the weight.

It is sometimes useful to encode the flow {�t}t of simply connected domains
(possibly on the Riemann sphere Ĉ) in terms of conformal mappings. Denote by
Ït the conformal mapping

Ït : D æ �t,

such that p is mapped to 0, with positive derivative. In terms of {Ït}t, the
Hele-Shaw property leads to the Polubarinova-Galin equations, which reads in the
weighted case

Re
)
’̄ˆtÏt(’)ÏÕt(z)

*
Ê(Ït(’)) = 1.

It may be useful to consider instead conformal mappings of the exterior disk, but
due to limited space we defer such issues until they are needed in the articles.

As a further measure to simplify book-keeping, we may glue the conformal
mappings together to form the Hele-Shaw foliation mapping, �, which may be
defined by

�(z) = Ï1+|z|

1 z

|z|

2
, z œ A(1≠ ‘, 1 + ‘). (1.0.7)

The Polubarinova-Galin equations take on an especially attractive form in this
formulation, namely as a prescribed Jacobian equation

Ê ¶�(z) · J�(z) = (2|z|)≠1, z œ A(1≠ ‘, 1 + ‘). (1.0.8)
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The literature on prescribed Jacobian equations is considerable, including early
work by Dacorogna and Moser [26]. However, the existence of solutions of the form
imposed by the requirement that the function � obtained as a solution of (1.0.8)
should encode a flow by the relation (1.0.7) seems not to have been investigated
directly from this perspective.

For us, the interest in this type of deformation is two-fold. At the macroscopic
level, the domains S· associated to the random normal matrix ensemble grow ac-
cording to weighted Laplacian growth (with reversed time) corresponding to the
weight 2�Q and injection at infinity. Moreover, the main tool in Papers A and B is
the orthogonal foliation flow, which may be regarded as an approximate Laplacian
growth with respect to the weight |Pn,m|2e≠2mQ. In this latter situation, one needs
to determine not only the Hele-Shaw flow, but at the same time also the polyno-
mial part of the weight, so that the flow exists for a su�ciently long time without
encountering singularities.

Higher Landau levels: The polyanalytic Ginibre ensemble
The polyanalytic Ginibre ensemble is a generalization of the Ginibre ensemble,
encountered above. To arrive at this generalization in a natural way, let us provide
yet another interpretation of these random point configurations.

The (Landau) Hamiltonian describing a particle with charge e and mass m0,
moving around in a constant magnetic field A perpendicular to the plane may be
expressed as

H = 1
2m0

1
i~Ò+ e

c
A
22

,

understood in the quadratic form sense, where ~ denotes Planck’s constant and c
denotes the speed of light. We denote the strength of the magnetic field by B,
and make a choice of gauge A =

1
≠ B

2
y, B

2
x
2
. If we for simplicity assume that

c = e = m0 = ~ = 1, we obtain the representation

HB = 1
2

31
iˆx ≠

B

2 y
22

+
1
iˆy + i

B

2 x
22
4
.

This operator is densely defined on the space L2(C) of complex-valued functions,
and its spectrum is purely discrete and consists of the eigenvalues

eB
k

=
1
k + 1

2

2
B, k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

The individual eigenvalues are known as Landau levels, and the eigenspace corre-
sponding to the lowest Landau level is known to consist of all weighted holomorphic
functions,

f(z)e≠B
2 |z|

2
, f œ A2

B
2 |z|2

.

In physically relevant situations, the particles are confined to a fixed finite space,
rather than allowed to spread over the entire plane. In order to fill as many particles
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as possible inside a given region, say a disk of a fixed radius, with particles in the
lowest Landau level one should limit attention to the one-particle states spanned
by

Âj,B(z) = B

j+1
2Ô
j!
zje≠B

2 |z|
2
, j = 0, . . . , n≠ 1

for some n (depending on B). It then follows from Pauli’s exclusion principle that
the wave-function for the corresponding n-body system of free fermions in the lowest
Landau level is given by the Slater determinant

�B(z1, . . . , zn) = det
!
Âj,B(zk)

"
1Æj,kÆn,

A computation shows that the probability density |�B |2 is given by the density
of the probability measure Pn,B,Q0 – the law for 2D Coulomb gas with Gaussian
weight, or equivalently the density for the Ginibre ensemble with n particles. The
omitted details in the above argument may be found in [1].

The Polyanalytic Ginibre ensemble appears if one considers n◊q particles in the
above model, distributed so that there are n particles in each of the first q Landau
levels. In order to conform with the notation in earlier sections, let us rename the
strength of the magnetic field to m. One may again construct a wave function in
terms of a Slater determinant, but in this case we obtain that the orthonormal basis
is )

ej,ke≠
n
2 |z|

2
: 0 Æ j Æ n≠ 1, 0 Æ k Æ q ≠ 1

*
,

where the fuctions ej,k are given by

ej,k(z) =

Y
]

[

Ò
k!

(k≠j)!m
j+1
2 zj L(j)

k
(m|z|2), k Ø j

Ò
j!

(j≠k)!m
k+1
2 z̄k L(k)

j
(m|z|2), j > k,

and L(–)

r (x) denotes the generalized Laguerre polynomial

L(–)

r
(x) =

rÿ

k=0

(≠1)k
3
r + –

r ≠ k

4
xk

k! . (1.0.9)

In comparison with the previous case, the functions ej,k are no longer of the form
fe≠B

|z|2
2 where f is holomorphic. Rather, the coe�cient function f is polyanalytic,

which explains the name of the random process. We recall that an analytic function
is one that solves ¯̂f = 0, while a polyanalytic function (q-analytic) solves ¯̂qf = 0.

The polyanalytic Ginibre ensemble has been touched upon to di�erent extent by
several physicists, but was mathematically investigated first by Haimi and Heden-
malm [36], where a representation

dPn,m,q(z1, . . . , znq) = 1
Zn,q

|�n,q(z1, . . . , znq)|2e
≠m
qnq

j=1
|zj |2dA¢n(z1, . . . , znq),

(1.0.10)
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was obtained for the defining probability measure on the configuration space. Here
�n,Q is a certain generalization of the Vandermonde determinant �n = detVn. To
mention one more foundational result, they established the circular law in the limit
as n = m æ Œ while the polyanalyticity degree q is kept fixed. Further recent
developments include a proof of hyperuniformity, or anomalously small fluctuations
in the density of particles, in the class of point processes known as the Weyl-
Heisenberg ensembles, which encompass the polyanalytic Ginibre ensemble as a
special case, see [2].

At present, much of the study of the polyanalytic Ginibre ensembles is focused
on analysing further curious features of this point process, especially in the regime
when n and q both tend to infinity. Remarkably, special functions from all around
random matrix theory seem to appear in di�erent scaling limits, including ana-
logues of the sine kernel, the error function, and the semicircular law. For one
example of this behavior, see the summary of results of Paper D where we sketch
an unpublished result (obtained with Haimi and Hedenmalm) as an application of
the tools developed therein.

Zero packing: discretizing a smooth density

Consider a positive smooth function Ê(z) in the complex plane, with the property
that the function

Ÿ(z) = � logÊ(z)

is smooth and positive. How well may we approximate the function Ê(z) with the
modulus of polynomials? It is clearly impossible to obtain complete equality, even
if we allow a general holomorphic function defined in a neighbourhood a point z0.
Indeed, the corresponding expression � log|f | takes the form

� log|f | = 1
2
ÿ

zœZ(f)

”z,

where Z(f) denotes the zero-set of the holomorphic function f , and such a sum is
never smooth. The term zero packing refers to the attempt to, in a sense specified
below, obtain a function f such that |f | is as good as possible an approximant of
Ê. Heuristically, we imagine that we want to approximate the smooth density Ÿ(z)
with � log|f(z)| as well as possible, by placing the zeros of f evenly in the plane.

We will consider both planar and hyperbolic zero packing, which take place in the
plane and the hyperbolic disk, respectively. Hyperbolic zero packing was introduced
in recent work by Hedenmalm [38] in connection to work on the universal asymptotic
variance of Bloch functions, which combines with work by Ivrii [47] to disprove a
conjecture (appearing in work by Prause and Smirnov [56]) on the dimension of
quasicircles. In contrast, an equivalent formulation of planar zero packing has its
roots already in work by Abrikosov on superconductivity [3]. We defer further
historic comments to Paper E, and proceed instead to define the problem.
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The failure of approximation is measured by the size of certain discrepancy
functions. In the planar case, we aim to approximate the function Ê = e|z|2 , for
which the corresponding density � logÊ is constant. The discrepancy function is
in this case given by

�C,f (z,R) =
1
|f(z)|e≠|z|

2
≠ 1D(0,R)(z)

22

,

and measures the deviation of the quotient of |f | and Ê(z) from 1 on the given disk.
Two associated discrepancy densities, flC and flú

C
, are then defined by

flC = lim inf
RæŒ

inf
f

1
R2

⁄

D(0,R)

�C,f (z,R)dA(z), (1.0.11)

and
flú

C
= lim inf

RæŒ
inf
f

1
R2

⁄

C

�C,f (z,R)dA(z), (1.0.12)

respectively, where the minimization is done over the set of all holomorphic func-
tions for which the integrals make sense. The di�erence between the two densities
is that the latter, flú

C
, adds an L2(e≠2|z|2)-punishment for f on the exterior disk

De(0, R), while the former only measures the failure of approximation. From this
observation, it is clear that flú

C
Ø flC.

The hyperbolic analogues, flH and flú
H

are defined analogously as follows: We
form the discrepancy function

�H,f (z, r) =
1
(1≠ |z|2)|f(z)|≠ 1D(0,r)(z)
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, z œ D, r < 1,

which measures the failure of approximating the density of the hyperbolic metric
Ê(z) = (1 ≠ |z|2)≠1 with the modulus of holomorphic functions, and define the
hyperbolic discrepancy flH by

flH = lim inf
ræ1≠

inf
f

s
D(0,r)

�H,f (z, r) dA(z)

(1≠|z|2)s
D(0,r)

dA(z)

(1≠|z|2)

(1.0.13)

and its analogue flú
H

by

flú
H

= lim inf
ræ1≠

inf
f

s
D

�H,f (z, r) dA(z)

(1≠|z|2)s
D(0,r)

dA(z)

(1≠|z|2)

. (1.0.14)

It may appear that the most natural choices of discrepancies for the approximation
problems are flC and flH, but particularly in the hyperbolic case it is the density
flú

H
that plays the direct role in the function-theoretic applications indicated above.

For this reason, it seems natural to seek to connect flC with flú
C

as well as flH with
flú

H
. Indeed, the equality of flH and flú

H
was conjectured by Hedenmalm already when

these quantities were introduced, [38].
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Another interesting, and seemingly very di�cult problem, is to obtain good
descriptions of the minimizers fR to the truncated problems

flC,R = inf
f

1
R2

⁄

D(0,R)

�C,f (z,R)dA(z),

as well as stability results as RæŒ. This has been sought after for some time, no-
tably already Abrikosov believed that the minimizers should have zeros periodically
placed on the vertices of the hexagonal lattice, see [4]. Hence, at least conjecturally,
the minimizers to flC,R and to the optimal configurations for the Coulomb gas en-
ergy functional should have the same symmetries.

Carleman classes: Uniqueness properties of smooth functions
The class of analytic functions has the following uniqueness property: If f is known
to be analytic it holds that

If f vanishes along with all its derivatives at a point, then f is necessarily the
zero function.

A class C of smooth functions for which this uniqueness property holds is called
quasianalytic.

This property does not hold for general classes of smooth functions, as the
non-triviality of the space CŒ

0
(R) shows. The problem of determining when, in a

specified sense, a class of smooth functions is quasianalytic goes back to Hadamard.
It is natural to formulate the problem for Carleman classes CM, defined with respect
to a weight sequence M = {Mn}Œn=0

as the class of all smooth functions f on an
interval I which meet the estimate

sup
xœI

|f (n)(x)| Æ CfA
n

f
Mn, (1.0.15)

for some constants Cf and Af . After Denjoy [30] obtained partial results, the full
solution to Hadamard’s problem was obtained by Carleman [21] in 1926. Their
collective answer has become known as the Denjoy-Carleman theorem, and is given
below in a simple form for logarithmically convex sequences M:

Theorem 1.3. The class CM is quasianalytic if and only if
ÿ

nØ0

Mn

Mn+1

= +Œ.

For a simple proof of this Theorem, we refer the reader to [24]. The reader
interested in Hadamard’s uniqueness problem and the related problem of determin-
ing a function from its Taylor series at a point, may find further information in the
recent work by Kiro [49] as well as in the references therein.
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One may equally well study Carleman-type classes where the uniform norm in
the left-hand-side of (1.0.15) is replaced by Lp-norms. For p Ø 1, the situation is
well understood. In Paper F, we are led to study such classes in the small p-regime,
i.e. when 0 < p < 1. As it turns out, if the spaces are defined with respect to
an appropriate class of test functions, there are two topological transitions in this
case, instead of just the quasianalyticity barrier.



2 Results obtained in this thesis

Paper A: Planar orthogonal polynomials and boundary
universality in the random normal matrix model

The first article [41] concerns Coulomb gas ensembles, or random normal matrix
ensembles, defined by the measure (1.0.2) for a potential Q of su�cient growth at
infinity. We are particularly interested in the behaviour the normalized orthogonal
polynomials Pn,m, which we recall are uniquely determined by the orthogonality
relation ⁄

C

Pn,m(z)P̄nÕ,m(z)e≠2mQ(z)dA(z) = ”n,nÕ .

along with the requirements that Pn,m has degree n and positive leading coe�cient.
The main theorem of Paper A is a full asymptotic expansion of Carleman-Szeg�

type of the polynomials Pn,m, under the assumption that the potential Q is 1-
admissible in the sense of Definition 1.3.1 of Paper A. In particular this entails
that Q is of at least logarithmic growth at infinity and that the spectral droplet S·
coincides with the coincidence set Sú

·
of (1.0.5). Moreover, under this assumption

the boundary ˆS· of the associated spectral droplet S· is a real-analytically smooth
simple closed curve for · œ [1 ≠ ‘0, 1], for some ‘0 > 0, and the potential Q is
strictly subharmonic and real-analytically smooth in a neighbourhood of ˆS· . For
the formulation of the main result, we denote by Ï· the conformal mapping

Ï· : Sc
·
æ De

which fixes the point at infinity and has positive derivative there, and let Q· denote
the bounded holomorphic function on Sc

·
whose real part equals Q on the boundary

and which is real at infinity. Due to the smoothness of the boundary, these functions
extend conformally and holomorphically, respectively, to a slightly larger domain.

Theorem 2.1. Assume that Q is 1-admissible and suppose that an integer Ÿ and
a positive number A are given. Then there exist bounded holomorphic functions
Bj,· defined in a fixed neighbourhood of Sc

·
, and compact subsets Km,· µ S· with

25
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distC(ˆKm,· , ˆS· ) Ø A(m≠1 logm) 1
2 , such that the asymptotic formula

Pn,m(z) = m
1
4 [ÏÕ

·
(z)] 1

2 [Ï· (z)]nemQ· (z)

3 Ÿÿ

j=0

m≠jBj,· (z) + O
!
m≠Ÿ≠1

"4
,

holds, where the error term is uniform for z œ Kc

m,·
as m,n æ Œ, while the ratio

· = n

m
œ [1≠ ‘0, 1].

As a companion to this theorem, we supply a computational algorithm which
yields the coe�cients Bj,· in the above expansion (Theorem 1.3.5). In particular,
the main term B0,· is obtained as the unique bounded holomorphic function on Sc

·

which is positive at infinity and has prescribed modulus

|B0,· |2 = fi≠
1
2 (�Q) 1

2

at the boundary ˆS· , and the functions Bj,· are real at infinity. These results
immediately demonstrate their strength by allowing us to deduce boundary uni-
versality in the random normal matrix model for the class of admissible potentials.
For a point z0 œ C and a direction ‹ œ T, we recall that the rescaled density flm(›)
is defined by

flm(›) = 1
2mQ(z0)

Km,m(zm(›), zm(›)),

where zm(›) is given by

zm(›) = z0 + ‹
›

2mQ(z0)
.

Corollary 2.2. For a 1-admissible potential Q, we fix a point z0 œ ˆS1, and
consider the rescaled density flm(›) in the outer normal direction at z0. Then we
have the locally uniform convergence

flm(›) æ erf(2Re ›), mæŒ.

In addition to these results, we obtain a novel qualitative property of planar
orthogonal polynomials, which we proceed to describe. Consider first the simple
case when the inner product is that of L2(Ê), where Ê denotes a positive radial
weight Ê(z) = Ê(|z|):

Èf, gÍL2(Ê,C) =
⁄

C

f(z)ḡ(z)Ê(|z|)dA(z), dA(x+ i y) = 1
fi

dxdy

A small computation shows that in this case, the normalized orthogonal polyno-
mials Pn,m are given by properly normalized monomials Ÿn,mzn for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
Although a trivial observation in itself, we note that this may be seen as a con-
sequence of the fact that the complex exponentials ei◊ for n œ Z are orthogonal
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with respect to arc-length measure on the circle, as in computing the inner product
between the monomials one can use polar coordinates to reduce the orthogonality
to that of the exponentials.

Consider instead the sequence Pn,m of orthogonal polynomials corresponding
to a general potential. One may ask if there is an analogous way as before to
disintegrate the orthogonality by reducing the problem by one dimension. The
appropriate notion replacing the family of concentric circles is then a smooth flow
of simple closed curves {�t}t, which cover a domain

D =
€

t

�t.

We may then replace area integrals over D by integration with respect to weighted
arc-length measure along the curve flow, by

⁄

D
f(z)e≠2mQ(z)dA(z) = 2

⁄

t

⁄

�t

f(z)e≠2mQ(z)‹(z)ds dt

where ‹ restricted to �t gives the (scalar) velocity of the curve flow in the outward
normal direction and ds denotes arc-length measure on the given curve. One of the
main findings of Paper A is that for the given class of orthogonal polynomials, such
a disintegration is always impossible in an approximate sense. The corresponding
flow of curves is termed the orthogonal foliation flow (see Lemma 4.1.2). To each
degree n and value of the parameter m, we describe a curve family �n,m,t, such
that Pn,m is approximately orthogonal to all lower order polynomials with respect to
the measure e≠2mQ‹n,mds on �n,m,t, with the additional property that the domain
D =

t
t
�n,m,t covers the region where most of the mass of Pn,m is located.

The orthogonal foliation flow is obtained as a certain Hele-Shaw flow, and the
weight of the flow is given by the unknown function |Pn,m|2e≠2mQ. The algorithm
that constructs the curves �n,m,t simultaneously obtains an approximation of Pn,m.
In fact, one may think of this algorithm as constructing a permeability landscape
of a prescribed form |P |2e≠2mQ where P is a polynomial of degree at most n,
with the property that the associated weighted Hele-Shaw flow does not encounter
singularities too soon when continuing through the boundary ˆS· .

Paper B: O�-spectral analysis of Bergman kernels

The topic of Paper B [43] is the study of Bergman kernels on and outside emergent
interfaces between the spectral droplet and an o�-spectral component, or forbidden
region.

While some of the impetus of this topic stems from an application to questions
of universality at more general interfaces than considered in Paper A, our main
motivation for this work was to explore a connection between normalized Bergman
kernels rooted at o�-spectral points and orthogonal polynomials, which enables a
non-local description of these objects. For a reproducing kernel K(z, w), we recall
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that the normalized reproducing kernel rooted at w0 is the object

kw0(z) = K(z, w0)
K(w0, w0)

.

The normalized reproducing kernel associated to the Bergman space A2

mQ
rooted

at a point w0 œ C is denoted by km,w0 . We denote by A2

mQ,n,w0
the subspace

of the Bergman space A2

mQ
consisting of functions which vanish to order n at

w0, and refer to this space as a partial Bergman space. Its reproducing kernel
Km,n,w0(z, w) is called the partial Bergman kernel. Since the kernel vanishes if
one of the variables assumes the value w0, we cannot define the corresponding
normalized partial Bergman kernels at w0 directly as above. However, recalling the
extremal characterization of kw0 , which says that kw0 is the unique solution to the
problem

max
)
Re f(w0) : f œ A2

mQ
, ÎfÎmQ Æ 1

*

we proceed analogously to define the root function km,n,w0 as the unique solution
to the extremal problem

max
)
Re f (n)(w0) : f œ A2

mQ,n,w0 , ÎfÎmQ Æ 1
*
,

whenever this problem does not degenerate. An analysis shows that km,n,w0 may
actually be computed as a limit

km,n,w0(z) = lim
’æw0

Km,n,w0(z, ’)
Kn,m,w0(’, ’)

,

where the limit is taken along a ray such that the root function has positive deriva-
tive of order n at w0, and for this reason we still refer to km,n,w0 as the normalized
partial Bergman kernel rooted at w0.

The spectral droplet associated to the sequence of Bergman spaces A2

mQ
is

defined in terms of an obstacle problem as before:

S =
)
z : Q(z) = Q̂(z)

*
,

where
Q̂(z) = sup

)
q(z) : q œ SH(C), q Æ Q on C

*
,

and will in general be unbounded. Let w0 be a point in a bounded component of the
complement Sc of the spectral droplet. We denote this component by �, and assume
that it is simply connected with a real-analytically smooth simple closed boundary
curve. We moreover assume that Q is real-analytically smooth and strictly subhar-
monic in a neighbourhood of ˆ�. The space A2

mQ,n,w0
is in a natural way associated

to a spectral droplet S·,w0 where n = ·m via a corresponding obstacle problem (see
equations (1.1.4)-(1.1.5) in [43]) and we denote the o�-spectral component of S·,w0

containing w0 by �·,w0 . We define implicitly an interval Iw0 µ [0,Œ) by the re-
quirement that �·,w0 is a simply connected domain with real-analytically smooth
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boundary for each · œ Iw0 , such that Q is real-analytically smooth and strictly
subharmonic in a neighbourhood of each of the boundaries ˆ�·,w0 .

We remark here that the parameter · now encodes a prescribed order of vanish-
ing rather than the degree of a polynomial. Still, as the parameter · increases, the
o�-spectral component �·,w0 grows according to a Hele-Shaw flow with injection
at the point w0.

Denote by Ï·,w0 the conformal mapping

Ï·,w0 : �·,w0 æ D

which maps w0 to 0 with positive derivative, and let Q·,w0 denote the bounded
holomorphic function on �·,w0 which equals Q on the boundary and whose imag-
inary part is zero at w0. The following asymptotic expansion is one of the main
theorems of Paper B.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that a positive integer Ÿ and an arbitrary positive number
A are given. Then there exist sets �m,·,w0 containing �·,w0 whose boundaries
ˆ�m,·,w0 lie at a distance of at least A(m≠1 logm) 1

2 from �·,w0 , such that

km,n,w0(z)

= m
1
4 (ÏÕ

·,w0(z))
1
2 [Ï·,w0(z)]nemQ·,w0

1ÿ

jÆŸ
m≠jBj,·,w0(z) + O

!
m≠Ÿ≠1

"2

where the error term is uniform for z œ �m,·,w0 while · œ Iw0 . Moreover, the
coe�cient functions Bj,·,w0 are real at w0, and the main term B0,·,w0 is the unique
bounded holomorphic function on �·,w0 which is zero-free, positive at w0 and has
prescribed modulus

|B0,·,w0(z)|2 = fi≠
1
2
!
�Q(z)

" 1
2 , z œ ˆ�·,w0 .

As an application of the main result, we obtain error function transition be-
havior for the Bergman density at emergent interfaces in the plane. An important
point is that these interfaces may occur either as a result of a singularity in the
metric, a patch of negative curvature of the same, or when considering partial
Bergman kernels. In any case, one may use the root functions (or normalized par-
tial Bergman kernels) for the partial spaces A2

mQ,n,w0
to describe the density locally

at the transition.
The methods used in the proof share many similarities with the approach taken

in Paper A. The main new insight is that the root functions km,n,w0 may be viewed
as analogues of orthogonal polynomials. In particular, the above theorem is based
on the orthogonal foliation flow, taken with respect to the potential

R = (Q≠ Q̆·,w0) ¶ Ï≠1

·,w0 ,
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where Q̆·,w0 is the harmonic extension across ˆ�·,w0 of the solution Q̌·,w0 to the
defining obstacle problem for the spectrum S·,w0 .

We also provide an extension of the foliation flow technique, allowing us to treat
measures of the form e≠2mQ(z)V (z)dA, where V is a non-negative function which is
real-analytic and zero-free near a given o�-spectral interface. As a consequence, we
derive perturbation results for root functions and orthogonal polynomials, which
verify that the qualitative properties of these objects do not depend much upon the
base metric on C. Specifically, if we replace the standard area measure dA by V dA,
the corresponding root functions km,n,w0,V enjoy a full asymptotic expansion like
in Theorem 2.3. The only change lies in the structure of the coe�cient functions
Bj,·,w0 = Bj,·,w0,V . For instance, the main term B0,·,w0,V is the unique zero-free
holomorphic function on �·,w0 which is positive at w0 and has prescribed modulus

|B0,·,w0,V (z)|2 = fi≠
1
2 (�Q(z)) 1

2V (z)≠1

on the boundary ˆ�·,w0 .

Paper C: Scaling limits of random normal matrix processes near
singular boundary points
Denote by Q a potential with su�cient growth at infinity, and by S = S1 the
spectral droplet associated to the random normal matrix ensemble with potential
Q. As a consequence of the fact that the spectral droplet appears as the solution to
a free boundary problem, one may deduce from the theory of Sakai [61, 62] that the
boundary ˆS enjoys considerable regularity. If the potential Q is real-analytically
smooth near the boundary, the boundary itself must be real-analytic, except for a
finite number of singular points. These points may be either cusps or double points,
and may further be subdivided according to di�erent degrees of tangency. Double
points refer here to points where two parts of the smooth boundary touch, with
formations of cusp-like structures on either side of the meeting point.

In Paper C [9] we explore some basic properties of scaling limits of random
normal matrix ensembles near such singular points. Before describing the results,
let us say a few words about one of the main tools. In [8], Ameur, Kang and
Makarov studied an equation known as Ward’s equation in the context of random
normal matrix ensembles near regular boundary points. Ward’s equation results
as a scaling limit of identities known variously as loop equations, Ward identities
or Dyson-Schwinger equations, which arise as a result of the reparameterization
invariance of the partition function, that is, the normalizing constant Zn,m,Q in the
definition of the measures Pn,m,Q in (1.0.2). In a wider context, loop equations are
prevalent in the physics literature, and their use was put on solid mathematical
ground for application to the study of eigenvalues of random (hermitian) matrices
by Johansson in 1997 [48], and were further applied in the random normal matrix
context by Ameur, Hedenmalm and Makarov [7]. Ward’s equation states that that
the limiting rescaled density fl(z) = fl1(z) and the corresponding two-point function
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fl2(z, w) are connected by

¯̂
⁄

C

B(z, w)
z ≠ w

dA(w) = fl(z)≠ 1≠� log fl(z),

where B is the Berezin kernel

B(z, w) = fl(z)fl(w)≠ fl2(z, w)
fl(z) .

Ward’s equation derives its importance from the fact that it provides a non-trivial
equation for fl, owing to the fact that the kernel k and hence fl2 may be determined
form fl by polarization. The technique is applied in Paper C, which concerns the
structure of limiting point fields associated to rescaled eigenvalue processes near a
singular point of ˆS. We formulate the main result below for cusp points alone, as
the case of double points is completely analogous.

For the formulation of the main result (Theorem II), we let p denote a cusp
point on the boundary of a spectral droplet S, such that the potential Q is real-
analytic and strictly subharmonic in a neighbourhood of p. Let pn be the point on
the bisectrix of the cusp inside S, i.e. the curve of equal distance to each of the two
arcs meeting at the cusp, which lies at a distance of Tn≠ 1

2 from the boundary ˆS.
When we talk about a rescaled coordinate system, we mean coordinates › defined
implicitly by the relation

zn(›) = pn + ‹
›

2n�Q(pn)
,

where ‹ is chosen such that the cusp points in the positive imaginary direction in
the ›-coordinates. If (z1, . . . , zn) is drawn from the Coulomb gas measure Pn,n,Q,
this induces a determinantal point process (›1, . . . , ›n), with associated rescaled
correlation kernel kn(›, ÷)

kn(›, ÷) = 1
2n�Q(pn)Kn,n

!
zn(›), zn(÷)

"
.

It was shown in [8] that for any sequence N of positive numbers, there exists a
subsequence N ú of N , such that the sequence {kn}nœNú converges uniformly on
compact subsets of C

2. The associated limiting function k is called a limiting kernel,
and determines a limiting determinantal point field with correlation functions flk
for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..

Theorem 2.4. If T is large enough, then the limiting point field associated to
any limiting rescaled kernel k is non-trivial, and the associated density function
fl(z) = k(z, z) enjoys the estimate

fl(z) Æ Ce≠2x
2
, z = x+ iy,

for some constant C. Moreover, the limiting density satisfies Ward’s equation.
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That the parameter T must be large in order for the limiting point field to
be non-trivial is most likely an artefact from our method of proof, which uses ¯̂-
estimates to construct elements in the unit ball of A2

mQ,n
which after rescaling

are bounded away from zero at pn. A finer analysis could hopefully remove this
requirement.

We obtain also a theorem (Theorem I) showing that any limiting point field
obtained by rescaling directly around the cusp point p at scale n≠ 1

2 is trivial, that
is the associated density fl(z) vanishes identically.

Furthermore, we explore a conditional theorem, concerning what happens if a
certain structural assumption is made on the part of the limiting kernel. It is known
[8] that any limiting kernel must be of the form k = G�0, where G denotes the
Ginibre-Œ kernel of Theorem 1.1 of the introduction, and where �0 is a hermitian
entire function. If the function �0 is furthermore assumed to have the property of
translation invariance, in the sense that

�0(z + it, w ≠ it) = �0(z, w)

is independent of t (c.f. the behavior at regular boundary points), then the kernel
must necessarily be of the form k = G(z, w)�(z + w̄), where � is a generalization
of the error function, defined by

�(z) = 1Ô
2fi

⁄

I

e≠ 1
2 (z≠t)2dt,

for some subset I µ [≠2T, 2T ].
Even if this observation o�ers a possible suggestion as to what limiting cor-

relation kernels may look like, it seems unlikely that the translation invariance
property could be proven by elementary means. What would be of considerable
interest, however, is to explore if the asymptotics of the corresponding orthogonal
polynomials could be obtained also in the case when the spectral droplet has a
cusp. This should allow one to obtain a complete understanding of the microscopic
behavior of the process, as is done in Paper A and B in various regular situations.

For the reader’s convenience, we remark that in the article, the notation di�ers
slightly from what we have used here. Mainly, this concerns conventions for use of
bold-face symbols for certain classes of kernels, and the fact that in the article, we
are working with the potential 2Q rather than Q. Consequently some associated
objects are slightly changed. For instance, the equilibrium measure takes the form
�Q 1SdA rather than 2�Q 1SdA.

Paper D: A Central Limit Theorem for the polyanalytic Ginibre
ensemble

The main result of Paper D [37] is a central limit theorem for fluctuations of linear
statistics in the polyanalytic Ginibre ensemble, the determinantal point process
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defined in (1.0.10). We work in the regime when the upper bound of the poly-
analyticity degree q is held fixed while the analytic degree parameter n and the
magnefic field strength m tend to infinity, while n = m. In this regime, Haimi and
Hedenmalm in [36] obtained the circular law, which may be phrased in terms of
the traces, or linear statistics, as

1
nq

En,qtrn,q(f) = En,q(f) æ
⁄

D

f(z)dA(z), næŒ,

where En,q denotes the expectation under Pn,q = Pn,n,q and where the linear statis-
tics, or traces trn,q(f), are defined for test functions f by

trn,q(f) =
ÿ

zœ�n,q

”z.

The fluctuations of linear statistics are the random variables that describe the
deviation from the mean, and are defined by

fluctn,q(f) = trn,q(f)≠ En,qtrn,q(f).

We denote by fluct”;n,q the fluctuations associated to the random processes associ-
ated to the pure polyanalytic Bergman kernels, defined as the reproducing kernels
for the pure Polyanalytic Bergman spaces A2

n,q
° A2

n,q≠1
, that is the orthogonal

complement of the subspace A2

n,q≠1
in A2

n,q
.

Theorem 2.5. As n tends to infinity while q is fixed, the fluctuations fluctn,q(f)
and fluct”;n,q(f) tend to normal random variables, with mean 0 and variance ‡q(f)
and ‡”;q(f), respectively, where

‡q(f) = qÎfÎ2
H1(D)

+ q

2ÎfÎ
2

H
1
2 (ˆD)

and
‡”;q(f) = (2q ≠ 1)ÎfÎ2

H1(D)
+ 1

2ÎfÎ
2

H
1
2 (ˆD)

.

Here Î · ÎH1(D) denotes the Dirichlet seminorm of f , while Î · Î
H

1
2 (ˆD)

is the
H

1
2 (D)-seminorm obtained by

Îf Î2
H

1
2 (ˆD)

=
ÿ

k ”=0

|k| |f̂(k)|2.

We should point out that when forming the complete polyanalytic fluctuations (via
adding the kernels) from the pure process, the bulk variance is averaged while
the boundary variance is additive under this procedure. Apart from this peculiar
feature, this central limit theorem parallells one that is known to hold in the context
of the Ginibre ensemble [57]. It is not surprising that such a result is true, in light
of the abundance of central limit theorems in probability theory.
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Of perhaps more importance than the actual CLT is a technique developed in
order to obtain the central limit theorem. Let us describe briefly these matters.
The central limit theorem by Rider and Virag [57] was obtained with the use of the
cumulant expansion method, developed for determinantal point processes by Costin
and Lebowitz [25]. This method draws upon the fact that a random variable X is
normally distributed if and only if all higher order cumulants, Ck(X) for k Ø 3,
vanish. Here, the cumulants Ck(X) are implicitly defined by an expansion

log E
)
etX
*

=
ÿ

kØ1

tk

k!Ck(X).

In the case at hand, it is known that the cumulants of the fluctuations may be
expressed in terms of the reproducing kernels. For the pure fluctuations fluct”;n,q(f)
this reads

⁄

Ck

Gk(z1, . . . , zk)K”;n,q(z1, z2) . . .K”;n,q(zk, z1)dµkn(z)

where Gk is an explicit function defined in terms of the function f and where we
write dµk

n
(z) = e≠n|z1|2≠...≠n|zk|2dA¢k(z1, . . . , zk) for z = (z1, . . . , zk).

Although the strategy appeared to be an attractive starting point, the work by
Rider and Virag employs involved combinatorial methods, which did not appear
tractable to generalize to the polyanalytic case. Our approach bypasses this by re-
lying directly on the main result of [57], which is accomplished by representing the
pure polyanalytic kernels K”;n,q by di�erential operators (known as raising opera-
tors) acting on the Ginibre kernel. A partial integration procedure then shows that
the cumulants associated to the pure fluctuations may be computed structurally as

Ck(fluct”;n,q(f)) =
⁄

Ck

Dk,q[Gk](z)Kn(z1, z2) · · ·Kn(zk, z1)dµkn(z),

where Dk,q are certain explicit di�erential operators expressed in terms of Laguerre
polynomials. From this representation, it is possible to deduce the result by an
application of Rider and Virag’s theorem.

If one applies the same partial integration procedure, but replaces the function
Gk by a function of the form G(z1, . . . , zk) = f(z1) and integrates out the variables
z2, . . . , zk, a remarkable formula appears:
⁄

C

f(z)K”;n,q(z, z)e≠n|z|
2
dA(z) =

⁄

C

f(z)Lq≠1[≠n≠1�]
1
Kn(z, z)e≠n|z|

2
2
dA(z)

where Lq≠1 denotes the q ≠ 1:th Laguerre polynomial. This expresses an identity
for the kernel K”;n,q in weak form, which may be strengthened by easily accessible
a priori knowledge. By adding the di�erent pure polyanalytic levels and using the
summation rule

q
rÆq≠1

Lr = L(1)

q≠1
for the Laguerre polynomials (1.0.9), we obtain

that
Kn,q(z, z)e≠n|z|

2
= L(1)

q≠1
[≠n≠1�]

1
Kn(z, z)e≠n|z|

2
2
. (2.0.1)
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In unpublished joint work with Haimi and Hedenmalm, we have derived a limiting
macroscopic law for the global limiting global density flt(z) given by

flt(z) = lim (nq)≠1Kn,q(z, z)e≠n|z|
2
,

where the limit is taken as n æ Œ and q = tn + O(1) for t œ (0, 1]. Using the
identity (2.0.1) and the properties of the Fourier transform, one may first derive
that

F
1
(nq)≠1Kn,q(z, z)e≠n|z|

2
2
(›) =

L(1)

q≠1
(n≠1|›|2)
q

F
1
n≠1Kn(z, z)e≠n|z|

2
2
(›),

and by classical asymptotic results on Laguerre polynomials and the convergence
of the Ginibre kernel it follows by Fourier inversion that

flt(z) = t≠11
D(0,

Ô
t)
ú 1D(0,1)(z)

where ú denotes convolution in C = R
2. The symmetric case t = 1 corresponds

to an integrated semi-circular law, which interestingly enough also appears in a
certain boundary scaling limit [36] in the regime when the parameter q is many
order of magnitudes smaller than n. For t < 1, the limiting density is constant on
a disk of positive radius (c.f. the Ginibre ensemble corresponding to t = 0).

Figure 2.1: A radial plot of the density flt(z) for t = 1 (left), t = 0.5 (middle) and
t = 0.05 (right).

At even finer scales, completely novel processes, which are given as Fourier
transforms of disks intersected with half-planes (and thus provide natural general-
izations to the sine kernel), appear naturally. In all, this class of point processes
promise much in terms of possibilities for future developments.

Paper E: Discrepancy densities for planar and hyperbolic zero
packing
In Paper E [70] we prove a result conjectured by Hedenmalm in [38], concerning the
discrepancy densities for zero packing introduced above in the equations (1.0.11),
(1.0.12), (1.0.13) and (1.0.14).

Theorem 2.6. We have the equalities

flH = flú
H

and flC = flú
C
.
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The outline of the proof is rather straight-forward. As the planar case is similar,
we discuss it for the hyperbolic case alone. First, as observed in the introduction
one trivially has flú

H
Ø flH, and hence we only need to demonstrate the opposite

inequality. In order to do this, we pick a sequence of minimizers fr of the functional
flH,r(f), defined in the canonical way for finite r. What remains to be done is to
show that these may be modified into admissible functions ‹r, such that

flú
H,r

(‹r) Æ flH(fr) + o(1), r æ 1≠.

The idea is to multiply fr by a smooth cut-o� function ‰, which is identically
one on a disk D(0, r) and vanishes outside a slightly larger disk D(0, rÕ), where
0 < r < rÕ < 1. By employing Hörmander-type ¯̂-estimates, one can show that the
norm-minimal solution to the equation

¯̂ur = ¯̂(fr‰) = fr ¯̂‰

is small, so that ‹r := fr≠ur should be close to fr. Since moreover ¯̂‹r = 0 by con-
struction, and since ‹r grows at most polynomially, ‹r must itself be a polynomial
by Liouville’s theorem, and is hence admissible for the extremal problem.

The key di�culty lies in obtaining good control of fr near the boundary, where
¯̂‰ is supported. This is completely indispensible both in the application of the
¯̂-estimate, and in demonstrating that the functional flú

H,r
(fr) is bounded above by

flH,r(fr) + o(1). The necessary control is accomplished by obtaining estimates of
non-concentration type for the L1- and L2-norms of minimizers fr, using variational
techniques. In a nutshell, it is shown that if the minimizers grow near the boundary,
then the delicate balance between the L1 and L2-norms appearing in the functional

flH,r(f) = 1
s

D(0,r)

dA(z)

1≠|z|2

Ó⁄

D(0,r)

|f(z)|2(1≠ |z|2)dA(z)≠ 2
⁄

D(0,r)

|f(z)|dA(z)
Ô

+ 1

enables one to say that a dilation would give us a function gr for which flH,r(gr) <
flH,r(fr), contradicting minimality. Here, we have arrived at the above expression
for flH,r(f) by expanding the square in the definition of the discrepancy function
�H,f (z, r).

As mentioned in the introduction, it is conjectured that the optimizers for the
planar zero packing problem are functions whose zeros are periodically placed ac-
cording to the Abrikosov lattice. I find it di�cult to even imagine how a proof
of such a theorem would look like, and to my knowledge not much progress has
been made in this direction. What appears to be more tractable as a first step is
to obtain some weaker equidistribution result, e.g. that a disc of a given radius is
likely to contain roughly as many zeros as the area of the disk. As a small step in
this direction, we obtain some control of the complexity of approximate minimizers:
in order to obtain a sequence fr such that

flH,r(fr) æ flH,

it su�ce to take fr to be a polynomial whose degree is comparable to the hyperbolic
area of Dr.
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Paper F: A critical topology for Lp-Carleman classes for 0 < p < 1
The starting point of the work [42] is the following simple question. Assume that
a positive number p with 0 < p < 1 and a positive integer k are given, and define
a Sobolev quasinorm on test functions on the real line by

ÎfÎk,p =
3 kÿ

j=0

Îf (j)Îp
p

41/p

,

where Î · Îp denotes the Lp quasinorm

ÎfÎp =
3⁄

R

|f(x)|pdx
41/p

.

If W k,p denotes the abstract completion of CŒ
0

in this quasinorm, what can be said
about the space W k,p?

We recall here that a quasinorm is defined similarly to a norm, only that the
subadditivity condition is replaced by requiring that a quasi-triangle inequality of
the form

Îf + gÎ Æ C
1
ÎfÎ+ ÎgÎ

2

holds for some constant C.
Initially, this looks almost like any other Sobolev space. However, an immediate

observation tells us that care must be taken: given a function f œ Lp for 0 <
p < 1, we cannot even be sure that its primitive exists. Indeed, with our limited
information we may not infer that f œ L1

loc
, and consequently we do not have the

fundamental theorem of calculus at hand.
Jaak Peetre [55] studied this question in the 70’s, and obtained the following

remarkable property.

The canonical mapping

fi(f) = (f, f Õ, f ÕÕ, . . . , f (k)), f œ CŒ
0

(R)

supplies an isometric isomorphism of the Sobolev space W k,p with the direct sum
of k + 1 copies of Lp:

W k,p ≥= Lp ü Lp ü · · ·ü Lp.

A natural interpretation of Peetre’s theorem is that the derivatives of functions
in the space W k,p disconnect: given any (k + 1)-tuple (f0, . . . , fk) of Lp-functions,
there exists a sequence of test functions gj such that {gj} is Cauchy in the topology
of W k,p(R), while g(k)

j
converges to the prescribed element fk œ Lp(R) as j æŒ.

In Paper F, we investigate similar issues of disconnection for classes defined with
respect to stronger norms, taking derivatives of all order into account. The hope is
that for an appropriate choice of test functions, this stronger norm prevents such a
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degeneration. To be precise, the test-classes are defined in terms of a mild à priori
growth restriction, called p-tameness. A smooth function f is said to be p-tame if

lim sup
næŒ

(1≠ p)n logÎf (n)ÎŒ Æ 0.

For a weight sequence M = {Mn}, we define the Lp-Carleman space W p

M as the
abstract completion of the collection of all compactly supported p-tame functions
f which respect to the quasi norm

ÎfÎp,M = sup
nØ0

Îf (n)Îp
Mn

.

This definition is reminiscent of the defining property for traditional Carleman
classes, only the traditional supremum norms over an interval has been replaced
by Lp-quasi norms and the dilation invariance of the topology is removed for con-
venience. Under some regularity conditions on the part of the weight sequence
(p-regularity, see Definition 1.6 of Paper F), we find that these spaces undergo a
sharp transition depending on the finiteness of a quantity Ÿ(p,M), defined by

Ÿ(p,M) = lim
næŒ

nÿ

j=0

(1≠ p)j logMj .

The following is the main result.

Theorem 2.7. If Ÿ(p,M) is finite, then W p

M is a space of smooth functions, while
if Ÿ(p,M) is infinite, the space W p

M disconnects in Douady-Peetre sense under the
canonical map:

W p

M
≥= Lp ü Lp ü . . .ü Lp üW p

Mk
,

where there are k copies of Lp and where Mk = {Mj+k}j denotes the k-shifted
sequence.

There is also a quasianalyticity barrier, in analogy to the classical Carleman
classes. To formulate our result in this direction, we let M denote a weight sequence
with Ÿ(M, p) <Œ and define the sequence N = {Nn}n by

Nn =
ŒŸ

j=1

Mp(1≠p)j≠1

n+j
.

Under some regularity assumptions on M (decay-regularity, see Definition 1.5 of
Paper F), it turns out that the Lp-Carleman class CpM, obtained by taking all dilates
of f œW p

M, is quasianalytic if and oly if the classical Carleman class CN is. In view
of the Denjoy-Carleman theorem, the status of the latter space may be determined
by the growth properties of the sequence N .
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About the contributions of the author
Papers A, B, C, D and F are the result of joint works, and my role in each of these
is indicated below.

The project that resulted in Paper A was initiated by Hedenmalm several years
earlier. At the time of my joining the project, the approach based on Laplace’s
method (e.g., Theorem 1.3.7) was essentially understood, and the relevance of a
foliation for the rigorous proof was felt at the intuitive level. My main contribution
was to develop the orthogonal foliation flow algorithm (Lemma 4.1.2) of Section 4,
which supplies the main tool in the proof of Theorem 1.3.6, which shows that the
suggested expansion in Theorem 1.3.7 was indeed correct.

The issues studied in Paper C were originally considered by Ameur, Kang and
Makarov (arXiv preprint 2014). After an oversight was observed in this manuscript,
it was necessary to fix the problem. In particular, the triviality theorem (Theorem I)
of Paper C originally claimed the existence of a non-trivial blow-up process, which
turns out to only be possible if we blow up around a moving point near the singular
point in question. These matters matters were explored jointly with Ameur.

Papers B, D and F are the results of joint work in the full sense of relatively
equal contributions at all levels by all the listed co-authors.
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